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Abstract—Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) of
unmanned systems has been proposed in last decade for global
navigation satellite systems (GNSS) denied environments. In this
reseach it is identified in details by detecting SLAM algorithms
particularly in air vehicle platforms as a tool for application of
an automation strategies from other domains to air
transportation or surveillance and navigation applications of
data science in aviation besides particle and particle flow filter
based SLAM of aerial systems is first stated as well. Regarding
to survey consequences the variety of SLAM applications span
from parametric filters such as Unscented Kalman Filter,
Extended Kalman Filter to nonparametric such as Particle Filter
and concerning diversity of vision based approaches that aims up
level control and variety of sensors that unmanned vehicles carry
a taxonomy is a requirement of better comprehension SLAM
performances. Although it is not aimed to compare performance
of all SLAM methods for problem of Airborne-SLAM (A-SLAM)
navigation the scan of indexed papers suggests that best SLAM
algorithm can only be identified in reference to the scenario
which differs in environment, platform, vehicle, sensor…etc. and
can be used as an transportation tool by combining path
planning and other navigation approaches.

the creation of an accurate map. SLAM researches have used
parametric filter approaches such as Extended Kalman Filtresi
(EKF) and Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) besides nonparametric methods such as Particle Filter (PF) or their
derivatives which seeks better performans [15-22] and based
on visiual techniques [23-29]. Among these SLAM researches
J.Welle at all (2010) implemented particle based SLAM on
robot platform [29]. They performed mapping by using 3D
laser scanner on Pioneer P3-AT robot and particle based
SLAM by using odometer and laser scanner sensors. The
simulation results compatibility with experimental findings is
presented in their work. The developed, accelerated or paralel
processed filter structures are presented in other researches
particularly due to filter structure and real time data process
need [30-32]. The SLAM estimation method is generally
determined not only but by environment and vehicle type.
Former SLAM studies are implemented on territorial or
humanoid vehicles [33] so called less complex since it contains
less dimensional parameter and applications for marital [34] or
aerial platforms [35-40] seeks for error reduction caused by
filter structure. Oguz and Temeltas analyzed EKF-based
SLAM filter inconsistency for the first time (2013) for
Unmanned Air/Aerial Vehicle (UAV) platforms, put forwarded
filter inconsistency with its symptoms, performed root-causes
analysis and investigate observability of EKF based SLAM
structure for detection of inconsistency reasons [41]. The filter
observability, stability, consistency has been among other
research subjects in last years [42-51]. Julier and Uhlman
(2001) indicated that robot position prediciton error become
smaller by recursive measurement of robot and lendmark
position [52], Castellanos at all (2004) presented filter
inconsistency due to linearization error in Kalman Filter based
SLAM methods [53], Huang and Disanayake (2007) stated
that for consistant prediction filter jacobien should be full
rank[54]. Huang, Mourikis and Roumeliotis (2010) at all
optimize jacobien matrices by lagrange polynomial method to
reduce distortion effect of unobservable subspaces to increase
consistency by limiting observability for UKF SLAM of
territorial platforms [55]. While sensors such as camera, laser,
ultrasonic, RADAR, LİDAR may be used for localizaiton,
Hesch at all (2012) used camera and INS data for SLAM of a
small UAV [56]. Yang (2012) designed particle filter based
SLAM for robots by using ultrasonic sensors [57]. Yang
proposed 4 lendmark map building and verification technique
with its pros such as accuracy improvement and less
complexity. Sub-mapping and loop closure which guarantees
to reach starting point in mapping are other research areas [5869]. Yoona at all (2013) performed real time 3D localization
for humanoid robot [70-72] and other researchers worked on
real time multi vehicle systems SLAM and navigation [73-82].
In addition to them many more survey on SLAM performans
of all kind of methods is recorded recently [83-85]. Qu at all
(2011) and Namiski at all (2013) released SLAM analysis and
survey studies and Monjazeb at all (2011) compared EKF and
Fast SLAM [86], Rigatos (2010) presented technics and cost
efficiency comparison of Kalman filter and particle filter of
autonomous navigation [87].
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays unmanned systems are everywhere in the life
from the entertainment to the decision making platforms such
as reconnaissance and surveillance in the military and civilian
areas. One of main purposes of unmanned aerial systems
(UAS) is autonomous navigation that provides flexible
functionality on a stand alone flight operations as well as
formation motions. To determine the systems’ precise position
for successful navigation GNSS are actually preferred as geo
location tools in the world with their small drawbacks. Despite
being mostly adequate tools for UAS position determination it
is needed to find some new manners in environments where for
example GPS signal does not exists. In this case both local
position and the map of environment is supposed to be
determined simultaneously. Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping (SLAM) is one of the key issues such as map
representation or path planning or navigation in the field of
robotic mapping and if SLAM structure is designed for aerial
vehicle it is called Airborne Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping (A-SLAM). In the context of this study it is proposed
as a tool for application of an automation strategies from other
domains to air transportation or surveillance and navigation
applications of data science in aviation by examining detailed
performance of existing SLAM algorithms which might be
considered as part of autonomous air transportation.
SLAM was revealed by Smith and Cheesman [1], detailed
by Dissanayake, Durrant-Whyte and Bailey [2] and improved
by Bailey and White [3-4]. In other studies, structure of the
Kalman filter-based SLAM effects of partial observability [57], stability [8] and the consistency problem [9,10] were
examined to present recommendations for solutions of the
SLAM problem whereas Airborne SLAM applications are
continued simultaneously [11-13]. It was very important to
know the current location for autonomous navigation [14] and
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Body Plane
The center of body plane system of UAV is gravity center
and X,Y,Z directions are as follows. The concentricity of body
plane with UAV means that it remains constant as UAV moves
as shown in Fig 1.

These two matrix equation is referred as the kinematic
model of air vehicle. The vector [u,v,w] is directional
acceleration in body frame and [p,q,r] is angular rates of body
frame. At this point it may provide some background to
introduce a couple of dynamics of aerial systems.
III.
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Figure 1.UAV Coordinate System – Body Frame (right) and
Sensor Frame (left)
The usage goal of body plane which is also defined as
UAV coordinate systems is to provide definition of target or
lendmark with regard to UAV and linear or inertial movement
measurements on UAV.
Navigation Plane
It is a coordinate system that has center at the center of the
earth and its X,Y,Z direction points north, east and the center
of earth respectively. It refers the same plane of the body plane
at the beginning of the navigation and regarded as stable
referencing to the earth that provides navigation according to
the origin.
Euler Angles
It is a necessity of angular transformation to describe a
coordinate system with respect to the other. If one is navigation
plane and the other one is body plane this transformation is
able to prescribed by Euler Angles Transformation in which θ,
ve is pitch,yaw, roll respectively as shown in Fig 2.

(2)

METHODS

A. Extended Kalman Filter Based Airborne SLAM (EKF ASLAM)
Kalman filter is a recursive state estimation method used
for a linear state-space systems modeled. The Kalman Filter
mathematics;
x(k  1)  Ax(k )  Bu (k )  v(k )
z(k )  Hx(k )  (k )

(3)

are state-space model and measurement model respectively in
which A, B, H are state, input and observation matrices; x(k)
state-space; u(k) input and z(k) observation or measurement
data; v(k) represents process noise with covariance Q; (k)
measurement noise with covariance R as well. Kalman filter
uses both prediction and update steps in which it makes state
prediction at time k for time k+1 as;
xˆ (k  1 k )  Ax(k k )  Bu (k )

(4)

and covariance prediciton as
Pˆ (k  1 k )  AP(k k ) AT  Q

(5)

At update steps right after finding kalman gain (KG) the
state and covariance updates are performed with reference to
KG which is;
W (k  1)  Pˆ (k  1 k ).H T ( H .Pˆ (k  1 k ) H T  R) 1

(6)

State and covariance update according to measurement and
KG respectively is;
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Açısı (Pitch)
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(Heading)



P(k  1 k  1)  ( I  W (k  1).H ).Pˆ (k  1 k )

Yana Yatma
Açısı (Roll)

The state vector used in nonlinear system model consist of
UAV state vector which is made up of position (x,y,z), velocity
(Vx,Vy,Vz) ve Euler angles (Φ roll, θ pitch, heading) and
map vector that is constituted of position of each lendmark
(xL,yL,zL) whereas the length of the vector is 3xn (n:number
of lendmark)

Figure 2. UAV Angle Planes
B. Kinematic model of an unmanned air vehicle
Investigating kinematic model of UAV for the structure of
A-SLAM includes the transformation of the body frame
motions of air vehicle to the navigation frame plays important
role since the global mapping of the environment requires air
vehicle equation of motion to the global frame. Euler angle
transformations can be used for this purpose. The air vehicle
body frame accelerations of the directional navigation and
angular rates are transferred to navigation frame, the position
of the air vehicle is calculated in navigation frame. The
general equation generated during this process is expressed as
the kinematic equation of the air vehicle. The matrix
expression obtained by the transfer of directional acceleration
to navigation frame of air vehicles is;
 x  cos  cos  cos  sin  sin   cos  sin  cos  sin  cos   sin  sin    u 
 y    cos  sin  cos  cos   sin  sin  sin   sin  cos   sin  cos  sin  . v 
 
  
 w
 z    sin 
cos  sin 
cos  cos 

(7)

(1)

The transformation matrix of angular rates from body
frame to navigating frame is;


x
x(k )   UAV 
 x MAP 

(8)

EKF is a kalman filter used in nonlinear systems that
predicts the next state with respect to the prior state and
measurement state. It is comprised of prediction and update
steps such as in Kalman Filter. The state space model used in
the filter is;
x(k  1)  f ( x(k ), u(k ), v(k ))

(9)

In state space model state vector at k+1 depends on state vector
at k and input data. Lendmark position has distance and angle
values in polar coordinates as in measurement model and
transformation of sensor plane to coordinate plane is made by
transformation matrices. Measurement model depends on UAV
positon at and presented as;

z(k )  h( x(k ),(k ))

(10)

where v(k) and w(k) represents zero mean white noise. The
state space model in excpilicit form;
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The state vector is derived from UAV kinematic equations
and made up of position (x,y,z), directional velocity
(Vx,Vy,Vz) ve Euler angles (Φ roll, θ pitch, heading). It is
crucial to decide of the observed lendmark is whether in map
or not.
Consequently in GNSS denied enviroment EKF based
SLAM filter simulation for a UAV model for some time
indicated us that it is possible to determine UAV position and
position error stayed in acceptable level but it my not be so in
long distance motion because error accumulation of Kalman
based filters that may be unreliable out of 2σ trust limit.

Then predicition step is performed in which previous
positon of 2n+1 sigma point, average and covariance
prediction as:
 k (t  1t )  f (  k (t t ), u(t ))
xˆ (t  1 t ) 

2 n 1

W 
i 1

P(t  1 t ) 

i

i

(t  1 t )

2 n 1

W [(
i 1

i

i

(t  1 t )  xˆ (t  1 t )).(  i (t  1t )  xˆ (t  1 t ))T ]

(16)
Observation prediction average
predictions and weighing factors;

using

observation

Z i (t  1t )  h(  i (t  1t ))

zˆ(t  1 t ) 

2 n 1

W Z (t  1t )
i 1

Figure 3. (Extended Kalman Filter based A-SLAM) UAV
Position Error
B. Unscented Kalman Filter Based Airborne SLAM (UKF ASLAM)
UKF Filter first introduced by Julier and Uhlmann is a
filter structure consist of prediction and update or correction
steps such as EKF except only difference usage of jacobien
matrices which comes from derivatives and is used for non
linear systems linearization in EKF but not in UKF. 2n+1
points are obtained by addition of uncertainty limits or
covariances in normal distribution to previous UAV position
vector in the UKF structure and system model predicts next
position using these points and get some kind of average of
them which is applied to the observation model in same
manner before prediction.
Nonlinear system and observation model first and second
moments (average and variance) are:
x  E[ x], x [( x  x )( x  x )T ]

z  E[ z], x [( z  z )( z  z ) T ]

(12)

2n+1 (n:state space dimension) sigma point (  ) is
chosen for each state variable as
k

0  x



 k  x  ( n   )x



k

for

i

i

(17)

Innovation (measurement) covariance and correlation
matrices are
2 n 1

S (t  1t )  Wi [(Z i (t  1t )  zˆ(t  1t )).(Z i (t  1t )  zˆ(t  1t ))T
i 1

2 n 1

Px, z (t  1t )  Wi [(  i (t  1t )  xˆ (t  1t )).(Z i (t  1t )  zˆ(t  1t ))T
i 1

(18)

In update step, values emerges from prediction step is
updated by correlation and innovation matrices gotten by
measurements, where Kalman gain, state update and updated
covariances using correlation matrices are;
K (t )  Px, z (t  1 t ).Px, z (t  1 t ) T

xˆ(t  1t  1)  xˆ(t  1t )  K (t )( z(t )  zˆ(t  1t ))
P(t  1t  1)  P(t  1t )  K (t )S (t  1t ) K T (t )

(19)

The next position is calculated using below and so on. It is
aimed to reduce filter based error and increase of consistency
by this way in some researches. Since UAV kinematic and
dynamic models are nonlinear, SLAM that use EKF and UKF
which has derivation errors because of linearization through
jacobien matrices for state prediction yield error production.

k  1, , n
(13)

where λ is proportion factor and weighing factors for each
sigma point is;

W0 
Wk 



Figure 4. UAV Position Variation in Unscented Kalman Filter
based A-SLAM

n



2(n   )

0  k  2n

weighing factors for covariance matrix is;

(14)

UKF based SLAM has transcendence for derivation error
reduction over others owing to reference results which states
prosperous determination of vehicle and lendmark position
without prior map information but has some problem about
consistency for long distance navigation problems. It is needed
to conduct consistency and observability analysis which might
be stemmed from unobservable subspaces.
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C. Particle Filter Based Airborne SLAM (PF A-SLAM)
Particle filters are a set of on-line posterior density
estimation algorithms that estimate the posterior density of the
non or linear state-space by directly implementing the
Bayesian recursion equations and by using sampling with a set
of particles to represent the posterior density. It provide a wellestablished methodology for generating samples from the
required distribution without requiring assumptions about the
state-space model or the state distributions.

Figure 5. Particle Filter Algorithm
The samples from the distribution are represented by a set
of particles; each particle has a weight assigned to it that
represents the probability of that particle being sampled from
the probability density function. Particle filters in which the
objective is to estimate the posterior density of the state
variables given the observation variables are a set of on-line
posterior density estimation algorithms that is performed for
non or linear state-space by directly implementing the
Bayesian recursion equations and by using sampling with a set
of particles to represent the posterior density. It provide a wellestablished methodology for generating samples from the
required distribution without requiring assumptions about the
state-space model or the state distributions. The samples from
the distribution are represented by a set of particles; each
particle has a assigned weight that represents the probability of
particle being sampled from the probability density function
(PDF). The weight degeneracy or disparity are issues that all
but one of the importance weights are close to zero or else to
solve for which one should perform resampling step in which
particles with smaller weights are replaced by new particles in
the proximity of the particles with higher weights. The
observable variables and the dynamical system describing the
evolution of the state variables are related to the hidden
variables (state-process) by some functional form that is known
probabilistically. In this research for particle filter application
sequential importance resampling (SIR) which approximates
the filtering distribution by a weighted set of P particles and
state space equations used.
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tracking for a mission is needed. Since this reseach seeks to
detect SLAM algorithms in details particularly in air vehicle
platforms as a tool for application of an automation strategies
from other domains to air transportation or surveillance and
navigation applications of data science in aviation and it is also
important to state that particle filter based SLAM
implementation of aerial systems is first introduced during the
research. In a certain scenario EKF, UKF and particle filter
based Airborne SLAM performances according to process time
and average error is analyzed and recursive calculations give
superiority of particle filter in some circumstance whereas of
other filters in some other conditions. Particle number is such
critical that if it is small the process time become small but
average position error remains a bit higher or if it is larger it is
visa versa. When taking into considerations of particle
numbers variety from 5 through 1000 although tradeoff
between particle numbers and process time or error system
produced is obvious best number should be around 50 or 100
below and under which time or fault excession occurs. It is
seen as another vital comment that particle filter takes a state
for example x position of UAV as initial value (prior
probability) and produces n number probable candidate particle
around it in each prediction and correction (update) cycle
before iterations which require to jump between distinct
probable positions that is sometimes very challenging for a
UAV. Due to simulation results with greater lendmark number
and model complexity scenarios regarding to problem UKF
and EKF gives more faulty results in shorter time while
particle filter based approaches gives more accurate but slower
results and for this reason modified methods particularly using
paralel architecture such as modified and gpu accelerated
methods has some preeminence over others additionally realtime compatible methods may be preferred rather than off-line
ones if hardware allows. Regarding to survey consequences the
variety of SLAM applications span from parametric filters such
as Unscented Kalman Filter, Extended Kalman Filter to
nonparametric such as Particle Filter and concerning diversity
of vision based approaches that aims up level control and
variety of sensors that unmanned vehicles carry a taxonomy is
a requirement of better comprehension SLAM performances.
Although it is not aimed to compare performance of all SLAM
methods for problem of Airborne-SLAM (A-SLAM)
navigation the scan of indexed papers suggests that best SLAM
algorithm can only be identified in reference to the scenario
which differs in environment, platform, vehicle, sensor…etc.
and can be used as an transportation tool by combining path
planning and other navigation approaches.
SLAM methods with its prosperious background in last
decade and potential future solutions might be considered as
localization, mapping, tracking, navigation, planning and also
all with others as part of an air transportation access in the near
future. As a future work it is currently being extended
algortihms to analize particle flow filter based A-SLAM for the
first time in the literature which is suppose to put forward
mathematics, algorithms and filter analysis comparatively as
particle filter based A-SLAM techniques in its part.
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